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THE STRUCTURE, IMPORTANCE AND ADVANTAGES OF VISHNU PURAN.

Vishnu puran has twenty three thousand shlokas. It has the power to destroy all

your sins. In its first part it contains the dialogue between Parashar rishi and

Maitrey rishi.

The main topics discussed here are Aadikaraan sarg, origin of devtas, Samudra manthan, the vansh of Daksh, stories of

Dhruv and Pruthu, Prachetas analysis, Prahlads story, the distribution of different powers to the various sections of society.

The second part consists of description of Priyavrat vansh, description of Dweeps, Varsh, Swarg, Narak, description of

various planet movements, Bharat charitra, Muktimarg and dialogue between Nidhag and Ribhu.

Next is the description of Manvantars, avtaar of Vedvyas,

and ways to get freedom from Narak. Then we find a dialogue between Sagar & Aurva rishi, structure of Dharma, Shradh

Kalp,Varnashram dharma, good behavior and story of Maya & Moha.

In the 4th part we find the description of Chandra vansh along with the description of its rulers.
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Next are the questions regarding Krishnavtar, Gokul, the slaying of Putna, atrocities of demon Aghasur, Killing of Kansa,

leela in Mathura, demons slayed by Krishna in order to ease the load of Prithvi, Krisha's marriages and sermon by

Ashtavakra.

In the next section we find the character of Kaliyug, four types of Mahapralay, Brahmgyan to Khandikya by Keshidhwaj.

In the last section which consists of sermons by Suutji and Shaunakji about Vishnu dharmotar which consists of descriptions

of various types of dharma.

It also describes various vrats, yum niyam, vedant, Dharma shashtra, Arth shashtra, Jyotish, strotras, mantras and types of

Vidya. Vishnipuraan carries all the principles of the shashtra. Here Vedvyas describes the Varah Kalp.

Whoever reads this book get all their wishes

fulfilled and go straight to Vishnulok. Whoever gets this Puraan written and then donates it to Brahmin on Ashaadh Purnima

goes to Vaikunth in a divine Vimaan. Even reading just the index gives you maximum results.

I have posted the same in other social media platforms too■

Instagram link■

https://t.co/p2cS3TMfpt

Facebook link■

https://t.co/o5T6eOQKhy

Hindi translation by Vishal ji■

https://t.co/CadvAaPSU0
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